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Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT002

Material: Aluminum & Plastic

Table board: 900mm*460mm*35mm

The over-bed table is designed for ease of use and total stability. It is cantilever

type, supported by a vertical column. The column is slim enough to allow close

proximity to the bed to have maximum usable table surface.

The over bed table is light and easy to operate, enable to raise or lower the table

top by one hand.

The vertical height measured from the floor to the working surface of the top is

adjustable.

And there is a support bracket built underneath the table top, to support the table

top and strengthen its stability.

Packaging & Shipping

Packing: 1 PCS/CTN   920*570*170mm,GW:15kg

Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT003

The over-bed table is designed for ease of use and total stability. It is cantilever

type, supported by a vertical column. The column is slim enough to allow close

proximity to the bed to have maximum usable table surface.

The over bed table is light and easy to operate, enable to raise or lower the table

top by one hand.

The vertical height measured from the floor to the working surface of the top is

adjustable between 645mm minimum to 900 mm maximum. And there is a support

bracket built underneath the table top, its U shape, to support the table top and

strengthen its stability. Its Table board: 900mm*400mm*27mm

Packaging & Shipping

Packing Unassembled 1 PCS/CTN

N.W: 15 KGS/CTN

Carton Size 920*570*170mm,

Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT004

Product features:

1. Material:steel powder coating and MDF plate

2. Size:61*41*72-110cm.

3. Desktop can be tiltable.

Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT005

Material:Steel and environmental protection wood

Bear weight:25kg.

Height adjustable range:700-1140mm

Size:765*385*875mm

Product Features:

1. Desktop environmental protect,water,fire,wear-resisting.

2. Noiseless,detachable,easy to take.

3. Only height can be adjustable.

Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT006

Specifications:

1. Surface is ABS ,WOOD ,steel material

2. Column adopt the aluminium alloy.

3. Bottom frame adopt the cold-rolled steel.

4. Four noiseless castors.

5. Gas spring.

6. Size: 800*320*780-1080mm

7. Net weight:18.6kg.Gross weight:21.7kg.
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Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT007

Specifications:

1. Surface is ABS  ,steel material

2. Column adopt the aluminium alloy.

3. Bottom frame adopt the cold-rolled steel.

4. Four noiseless castors.

5. Gas spring.

6. Size: 800*320*780-1080mm

7. Net weight:18.6kg.Gross weight:21.7kg.

Movable Over-bed

Table
AC-BT008

The over-bed table is designed for ease of use and total stability. It is cantilever

type, supported by a vertical column. The column is slim enough to allow close

proximity to the bed to have maximum usable table surface.

The over bed table is light and easy to operate, enable to raise or lower the table

top by one hand.

The vertical height measured from the floor to the working surface of the top is

adjustable between 645mm

Minimum to 900 mm maximum. And there is a support bracket built underneath the

table top, its U shape, to support the table top and strengthen its stability. Its size is:

400mm (W)*80mm (L).

 Dimensions:

Length: 740mm+/- 2%

Width: 400mm+/-2%

Packaging & Shipping

  Packing: Unassembled 2PCS/CTN

 N.W: 24.8KGS/CTN

Hospital food table

this table is convenient for patient use.


